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Uncertainty and precaution —
towards a clarification of terms

Situation State of knowledge Appropriate 
action

Risk ‘Known’ impacts; ‘known’ 
probabilities

Prevention: action taken to
reduce known hazards

Uncertainty ‘Known’ impacts; ‘unknown’ 
probabilities

Precautionary prevention: 
action  taken to reduce 
potential risks

Ignorance ‘Unknown’ impacts and therefore
‘unknown’ probabilities

Precaution: action taken to 
anticipate, identify and 
reduce the impact of 
‘surprises’;’

Source: EEA, Late Lessons



Other issues about riskOther issues about risk

�� How are risks to be evaluated?How are risks to be evaluated?
�� probability x impact?probability x impact?
�� voluntariness? familiarity? distribution?voluntariness? familiarity? distribution?

�� Danger of neglecting nonDanger of neglecting non--risk issuesrisk issues
�� global equity, justiceglobal equity, justice
�� what kind of world is implied?what kind of world is implied?
�� what alternative trajectories are ruled out?what alternative trajectories are ruled out?



risk
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I I –– cultureculture

�� how societies make sense of world through how societies make sense of world through 
language, symbols, narratives, practiceslanguage, symbols, narratives, practices

�� public reaction to technologies seen as public reaction to technologies seen as 
culturalculturalculturalcultural

�� but culture also shapes science and but culture also shapes science and 
innovationinnovation
�� valuesvalues
�� assumptionsassumptions
�� imaginariesimaginaries



the technological fixthe technological fix

�� Alvin Weinberg (1967) Alvin Weinberg (1967) Reflections on Big Reflections on Big 
ScienceScience

�� but problems are often complex and about but problems are often complex and about 
interconnectedness interconnectedness –– e.g.:e.g.:interconnectedness interconnectedness –– e.g.:e.g.:
�� food securityfood security
�� healthhealth
�� geoengineeringgeoengineering



why the technological fix?why the technological fix?

�� western thought?western thought?

gender?gender?�� gender?gender?

�� power?power?



II II –– capitalcapital

�� neoliberalism and scienceneoliberalism and science
�� new relationships between universities and new relationships between universities and 

industryindustry
�� culture of industry entering the academyculture of industry entering the academy�� culture of industry entering the academyculture of industry entering the academy

�� but innovation crisisbut innovation crisis
�� ‘Department 1’ ‘Department 1’ vsvs ‘Department 2’‘Department 2’
�� second industrial revolution and long boomsecond industrial revolution and long boom
�� new economy and diminishing returnsnew economy and diminishing returns
�� myth of biotech revolutionmyth of biotech revolution



innovation and profitinnovation and profit

�� low hanging fruit low hanging fruit –– e.g. HR GM cropse.g. HR GM crops

�� shift to promise and shift to promise and financialisationfinancialisation

�� concentrationconcentration

�� primitive accumulation primitive accumulation ––
‘accumulation by dispossession’‘accumulation by dispossession’



III III –– publicspublics



EEA - twelve late lessons
� Acknowledge and respond to ignorance, as well as uncertainty and risk, in technology appraisal 

and public policy-making.
� Provide adequate long-term environmental and health monitoring and research into early 

warnings.
� Identify and work to reduce blind spots and gaps in scientific knowledge.
� Identify and reduce interdisciplinary obstacles to learning.
� Ensure that real world conditions are adequately accounted for in regulatory appraisal.
� Systematically scrutinise the claimed justifications and benefits alongside the potential risks.
� Evaluate a range of alternative options for meeting needs alongside the option under appraisal, 

and promote more robust, diverse and adaptable technologies so as to minimize the costs of 
Evaluate a range of alternative options for meeting needs alongside the option under appraisal, 
and promote more robust, diverse and adaptable technologies so as to minimize the costs of 
surprises and maximise the benefits of innovation.

� Ensure use of ’lay’ and local knowledge, as well as relevant specialist expertise in the appraisal.
� Take full account of the assumptions and values of different social groups.
� Maintain the regulatory independence from interested parties while retaining an inclusive 

approach to information and opinion gathering.
� Identify and reduce institutional obstacles to learning and action.
� Avoid ’paralysis’ by analysis’ by acting to reduce potential harm when there are reasonable 

grounds for concern.



public engagementpublic engagement

�� problem of misplaced certainty in the ‘core problem of misplaced certainty in the ‘core 
set’ involved in science and innovationset’ involved in science and innovation

�� at least two roles for publicsat least two roles for publics
�� helping reduce scientific blind spotshelping reduce scientific blind spots�� helping reduce scientific blind spotshelping reduce scientific blind spots
�� alternative framings, values, prioritiesalternative framings, values, priorities

�� need ‘upstream engagement’ to shape need ‘upstream engagement’ to shape 
innovationinnovation

�� but dilemma when engaging over but dilemma when engaging over 
unfamiliar technologies unfamiliar technologies and issuesand issues


